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Appropriate for all ages
Create your own chime that will reflect color into your space using light from the sun.
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Plastic Water Bottles
Permanent markers (Preferred)
String
Stick (From Outdoors for hanging bottles) or a Hanger
Scissors

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Gather empty plastic water bottles, clean and rinse them before using. Search outside for a sturdy
stick, this will be used to hang the cut water bottles from, using string to do so. You can also use a
hanger. You will also be using permanent markers to add color. Permanent markers are preferred, as
they adhere to the plastic and do not wipe off.
2. Begin by cutting the bottom of the water bottle off, this part will also be used to add to the chime for
different shapes.
3. Next, begin to cut around the water bottle. This will be a continuous cut creating the bottle to
become a spiral.
4. Once you get to the top of the water bottle do NOT cut off the top mouthpiece. This part will help us
in tying the bottle to the stick.
5. After you cut all your bottles into spirals, begin coloring inside part of the spiraled bottle. Don’t forget
to also color the bottom of the bottles that were cut off in the beginning. These are circles that will add
shape variety into the chime.
6. Now that the colors have been added and completed, begin to tie the bottles using the mouthpiece
with your string and then tying and attaching to the stick. You can hang them at different lengths as
well.
7. Lastly use another piece of string, tie it to one end on the stick, on the other end do the same. This
will allow you to hang your chime.
8. Place your sun chime in a window that receives a good amount of sun, you will see the colors reflected into you space as the sun shines through.

